Series
A Desktop Slicer Manual
Read this manual before running the Slicer application.
Keep the manual nearby the PC where the slicer is
installed.

3dprinter.sindoh.com
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1.

Basic UI Elements
After installation, double click the icon from your PC desktop to open the slicer, then following default screen 		
will be appeared.
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No.
1

Name
Standard menu bar

6

7
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9
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Explanation
Most program functions are available in this menu bar. Opening files,Loading
preset values, Exporting program values and more functions available.
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3D view

Displays a reconstructed 3D model loaded on the program.

3

Select view angles

You may look at the three-dimensional view from the front, back, left, right,
up, and down based on the selected angle.

4

Printer Domain

In 3D view, displays actual printer domain showing the location and size of
the model.

5

Printer frontal indication

Indicates the front of the printout.

6

3D model

3D model data displayed on the screen.

7

Model Display Button

The model look changes according to button selections. (see figure below)
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Printer Info

It shows information on the printer you selected.

9

Print Setting Details

It shows current print setting details.
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Model Info

It shows the names and file paths of the uploaded design models. (Mouse on to the
model name to view the file path)

3

※ Left Image : ‘E’ button deselected / ‘T’ button selected
							
					

- This is the default setting. The model is displayed as translucent and the inside can be visually
checked if it is empty (hollow state). If deselect the ‘T’ button, it will be displayed as opaque and the
empty space inside won’t be seen.

※ Right Image : ’E’ button is selected / ‘T’ button deselected
							

- The corner is indicated by a black line. At this time, the ‘T’ button gets deselected and can not be

				

re-selected as the model becomes opaque. The ‘T’ button can be selected / deselected only when

							

the ‘E’ button is deselected.
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2.

Functions and Information

2.1

Loading
Loads a printable 3D model and displays it on the screen.
Currently supported file formats are ply, obj, stl (binary, ascii, amf).

Detail Description
1 Click [File]-[Load Model File] or [Load Model File] on the quick menu.

2 When the file is selected, you will be able to view the 3D model on the platform surface as shown below.
			 Drag and Drop is also available.
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2.2

Modify
Various parameter values are required to slice the model. Various parameters such as model placement on platform,
rotation, scale, support settings, hollow & drain hole setting for object can be modified.

Move

- Click on the model to move it in 2 axes directions (X, Y axis).
- Apply : the model will move according to the set values in X, Y direction.
- Move to center : Place the selected model in the center of the platform.
- Location : the model is placed at a certain distance from the front so that it can be positioned optimally
		 considering the platform tilt.

- Arrange all : Arrange the positions of all loaded models.

Scale

- You can change the size of the model through units of scale or length by selecting the model on the screen.
- Scale : Enlarge or reduce in the X, Y, Z direction to the desired length or desired percentage.
- Max Size : Change to the maximum printable from the platform.
- Reset Scale : Reset to original size.
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Rotation

- You can select a model on the screen and rotate it in each axis direction.
- Applied : If you click after entering angle, the model rotates by the angle.
- 90 degrees button (+, -) : Rotates 90 degrees.
- Reset : Resets the angle rotation.

- When you drag the arrow that appears in the rotation view, the entire model moves in the direction you drag.
- Rotate the selected side to the platform
		 You can select a specific side of the model (Left Image below) and click ‘Apply’ to rotate the selected side to the
		 bottom (Right Image below).
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Hollow & Drain hole

- Creates an empty space inside an object.

Caution
		
- After hollow, be sure to select “Edit Drain Hole” to make the resin hole.
1 Enter the desired hollow thickness and drain hole diameter, and then click the [Hollow] button.

2 Press the [Edit Drain Hole] button to create a hole through which the resin will exit at the desired position.
			 Take a hole in the desired position and click [Create] to create a hole of the size you entered at the specified
			position.
			We recommend “Bottom-up equipment” to make a drain hole on the top part of the platform.
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3 Select [Undo Hollow] to remove the hollow created.
4 If you’d like to make a separate plug to block the drain hole created, Select (check) ‘Generate Hole Plug’.
			 If you set the desired values for the inclination angle of the plug, the drain hole, and the gap, the plug is created
			 as a separate model when editing and creating the drain hole.

Orient Part

- It suggests the proper printing direction of the model which is about to be printed in consideration of
		 printing time and printability.
- Searching Depth: The number of searches gets determined based on the value you input.
		 According to the search angle value, it executes the initial sampling at first, and then, based on the result,
		 it does resampling with the more defined search angle to recalculate.
		 The deeper the search depth, the closer to the maximum value of the calculation, but the longer the
		 search time.
- Searching Angle (deg): Sets the max. Angle range in which sampling is to be executed back and forth,
		 left and right in the Z direction of the current model direction.
- Search Orientation: It executes the sampling according to the input value and then, shows the proper
		 printing direction.
- Reset Orientation: The printing direction of the selected model is changed to the initial value.
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2.3

Support Feature
Support and raft can be modified and set by clicking the tab.

							

- Support : This is a feature which creates supporting structures to support the print output for better results.
		 You can remove them from the output after printing finishes.
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- Raft : To make the print output stick better to the platform, add several layers.
- After adjusting Support and Raft settings as you desire, click [Auto Generation].

- Support can be generated basically only in the section where the object is projected to in the Z-axis direction.

Support Generation Menu Parameters
		
- Support Type : Choose the support type here. There are vertical and slanted types in this setting.
			 (Vertical Type) Supports are created only in the vertical direction regardless of the shape and direction of the
			 contact surface. It’s a simple pattern shape, but focuses on support functionality.
			 (Slanted Type) Supports are created in an inclined shape according to the direction of the contact surface and
			 the angle of inverse gradient. The contact area is small so that it makes easy to remove, thereby, leaves fewer
			traces.
- Overhang Angle: Sets the angle of the mesh where the support will be created. As the overhang angle close to
		
			 zero degree, supports will be able to be generated only for meshes near the horizontal. In contrast, as setting
			 the overhang angle close to 90 degree. it will generate the supports on the most of the model bottom.

		
- In the case of the support density, as moving to the left, gap between the supports becomes wider and as moving
			 to the right, the support gap becomes narrower.
			 Below is the basic shape of the support provided by the slicer and the definition of each parameter.
- a : Diameter
								

- b : Tip Diameter

								

- c : Tip Angle

								

- d : Base Diameter

								

- e : Base Angle

								

- As Increasing the “Tip Angle (c)” and reducing the diameter of the support

									 tip, it can create a more pointed support.
								

- Top Margin : The slicer creates a connector between the supports nearby

									 for better stable printing. However, as the connector gets close to the model,
									 it gets hard to separate the support from the model.
									 Decreasing this value will get the connector generated closer to the model.
- Penetration : As supports slightly overlap with the model, the supports can
									 support the model more firmly. This is usually required for tilted models and
									 won’t be necessary when placing the bottom surface of the model
									horizontally with the platform.
								

- Z Offset : Input the length to lift the model to the Z direction to generate the

									support.
								

- Only Base to Mesh : Only generate the support to which the bottom of the

									 support is connected to the platform and won’t generate the support which
									bottom attaches to the model.
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Raft Parameter
			- Thickness : This indicates the thickness of the raft. When making a raft, the base thickness is unconditionally
				 the thickest of the raft. However, if you do not make a raft, you can set the base thickness.
			- Margin : Sets the length at which the raft comes out from the bottom of the model. Larger can produce larger
				rafts.
			- Raft Size : Sets the length of the raft surface coming out from the edge of the model bottom. Larger value in
				 this setting will produce larger rafts
			- Linked : Makes the outlines of the rafts one after another as possible. If the raft is small and far away and is
				 likely to be separated from the platform, you can make one large raft.

			- In addition to the support automatically calculated according to the set value, the user has the ability to modify
				it directly.
				 You can add or delete more than support based on the shape by pressing the [Edit] button.

			- Left mouse click : Add support point to the model / Delete point when clicking point
			- Left mouse drag : Delete the selected support point in the area
			- Delete : Delete Support/Raft of selected model.
			- Delete All : Delete Support/Raft of all loaded models.
			- Reset Setting Value : Change all parameters to initial value.
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2.4

Preview Function
Slice and display the output result on the screen. Model will not be a whole instead will be displayed in lines of
layers, using the slider located at the bottom, user is able to analyze each layer of the model.

- [Save] : Creates a file in a format that can be printed from the printer as an extension SSW file.
		 Simply transfer the file to the USB and plug it into the machine to print it out.
- [Save to Machine] : Transfers the sliced file to the SSD memory of the printer.
		 You can check the files in the storage space of the printer and start printing.
- [Print] : Transfer the file to the selected printer at the same time as slicing.
		 Depending on the model, even if the machine starts operating, slicing and transferring may take some time,
		 so please do not turn off your computer before the transfer is complete.
- [2D Preview] : You can see each sliced surface image which is actually printed or saved after slicing.
		
※ You can view the image only after slicing and not moving to other menus.
		
※ The preview window can be viewed in three ways as shown below. In the pop-up window, the user can adjust
			 the position.
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2.5

Clip Plane Function
You can check the cross section of the model.
The position of the cross section for each axis can be adjusted using the slider.
The direction of the cross section shown by each axis can be changed in the selection (check) window.

- [Hide platform and printing area] : If selected (checked), the platform printing area display part disappears.

2.6

Measure Function
You can measure the size of the model with this function.

- [Vertex to Vertex] : By designating two points, you can measure the distance between points.
- [Edge to Edge] : If you select two edges, you can measure the distance between them.
- [Surface to Surface] : By selecting two surfaces, you can measure the distance between the faces.
- [Circle] : If you select three points, you can see the radius and center position of the circle connecting the
						

three points.

- [Sphere] : By selecting four points, it gives you the radius and center position of the sphere connecting the
							 four points.
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2.7

Settings
You can set up the printer.

Set the information of the default printer according to the printer model. You can change the printer model.

- Workspace Path : This is the location where the temporary file is created when creating slicing motion or support.
- Using Detect Collision : If there are multiple loaded models, check if they collide with each other.
- Allow the model(s) to move out of platform. : You can move the opened model out of platform.
- Show platform in Actual Image : Shows the platform as an actual image rather than as a tile.
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- View Printing Area : Displays the printing area that machine detected internally.

2.8

Standard Menu Bar

Located at the top of the program, it has files, settings, and features related to network printers.
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2.9

Functions of the File
Check [File] - [Load the Model] to select the 3D model to load. The selected model is located on the front side
(Same as the “Move to center” function).

[File] - [Save Project] allows you to save the file you are currently working on, such as support for model,
raft creation, hollow or drain hole editing.
[File]- [Load Project] allows you to recall the file saved in [Save Project].

2.10 Functions of the Printer
- My Printers : Manages my list of printers

- Find a printer by IP : Finds by network printer by IP
- Find a network printer : Automatically finds a network printer
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- Find a local printer : Automatically finds a USB Printer

- Web Monitoring : Loads the Web Monitoring of the currently connected printer.

2.11 Popup Menu
The popup menu is shown when you select a model and right click.

- Move to center : Move the Object to Center
- Location : Move the Object to Forward for the Best Output
- Delete object : Delete the Selected Object
- Multi object : Duplicate the Object by the Set Number
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- Delete all object : Delete all Objects

2.12 Mouse Operation
- Left Click : Select and Move the Object
- Right Click : Rotate View
- Wheel : Adjust View Distance
- Shift + Right Click : Move Entire Frame
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3.

Notes on Slicer for Quality Improvement of Sculpture

3.1

When the Vertices of the Corners Are Not Well Printed

When the support does not support the vertex as shown in the above figure, the vertex of the surface that forms
the lowermost surface cannot be output correctly. If this is the case, you can add support by manually editing the
support, or rotate the model in another direction (for example, about 5-10 degrees in the y direction) so that the
vertex is clearly identified as the lowest point, as well as the likelihood of successful molding.

3.2

When Slicing a Defective Model
This slicer is not supported for modification. Before slicing, please make sure that there is no defect in model.
Please import only the indefective design model after fixing all the errors using fixing tools. (Fixing tool is not
included nor separately provided.)
Even after fixing the errors, due to the difference of error checking logic between the fixing tool and this slicer,
stl loading may result showing the message, “The problematic mesh was found in some models”.
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4.

Appendix

4.1

PC Specifications
OS : Win10 64bit
Min. Required : Memory 8G
Recommended : Memory 16G or more
Graphics card must support Open GL 4.0 or higher.

4.2

Slicer Recommended File Size
We recommend to slice files below 200M.
If the file exceeds 200M, the slicer may not work properly.
Large files over 200M may need to be sliced using a separate slicer. (See 4.3)
Third-party slicers are not provided separately.

4.3

How to Output a Sliced File Using Netfabb
(Available in Netfabb Premium Version and Above)
How to Make a Netfabb Zip File
- Generate base plate (raft) while creating support.
- Memorize height of base plate (raft)
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- Click [Slice Parts] after selecting part to slice.
Check the information that model size is not in excess of platform size (200x200x180).
		

- Select layer size. (0.025, 0.05, 0.10mm available)
		

Please refer to Thickness/Quality table
Layer Thickness(mm)
Quality

0.025
1200dpi(High)

0.05
600dpi(Normal)
1200dpi(High)

- Select [PNG] in Export Format.
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0.10
600dpi(Normal)

- Select Resolution. (600dpi or 1200dpi only)
		

Please refer to Thickness/Quality table
Layer Thickness(mm)
Quality

0.025
1200dpi(High)

0.05
600dpi(Normal)

0.10
600dpi(Normal)

1200dpi(High)

- 600dpi Resolution → 4724x4724
- 1200dpi Resolution → 9448x9448

- Move the image after clicking [Center Image].

- Background color should be Black and the rest should be white.
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- Designate file name and direction.
- Save file as [zip].

- Copy exported file to USB and insert it into the Machine

How to Print a Netfabb Zip File
1 After connecting USB memory to the machine, the file selection method is same as Sindoh’s .ssw file.
2 If selecting a .zip file for NetFabb, you must enter printing setting values in the following order.
			- Select the type of Resin to be used for printing. (Dental_Model, NextDent, Etc.)
			- Adjust the Raft setting for the model slicing. (Raft Total Height, Raft Layer Thickness)
			- If you select “Other” in “Resin type”, adjust additional light intensity.
3 If there is no problem, printing starts.
			- Estimated Time of Printing, Resin consumption volume will not be displayed.

4.4

How to Add Sindoh Machine on Netfabb and Export to Slicer
(Available in Netfabb Standard Version and Above)
When opening NetFabb, if there’s no machine registered, it will be shown as below.
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Select Add Machine Here.

Select Sindoh from the 3D printer maker list to add.

Select Open after Added.
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The edit screen appears as shown below.

After editing, if selecting ‘Export Job’, the slicer will be shown and the edited model will be opened on the slicer.
Sindoh Slicer must be installed in advance in order to do so.
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